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No More Anecdata!

anecdata (noun). information which is 
presented as if it is based on serious 
research but is in fact based on what 
someone thinks is true



Mechanization of agriculture

Roads & transportation

Main street restructuring

School consolidations



The Media 
Idyll 

Persists

Who are you going to find in a small town when you 
travel to small towns in morning and afternoon?

Photo by Denise Peterson
http://www.dailyyonder.com/speak-your-piece-just-say-no-to-poverty-porn/2016/12/02/16407/



Rural is changing, 

not dying.

Rumors of my death have been 
greatly exaggerated. –Mark Twain



In the U.S. the rural population has 

increased by 11%
since 1970.

As rural populations grow, residents get 

reclassified.

26%
19%



Total Population Infatuation
2000-2010



Total Population Infatuation

Wait, what?



Kids graduate

Population:  -2

Households: NC

Avg HH Size:
1940:  3.6
2018:  2.6   (-29%)

Spouse passes

Population:  -1

Households: NC



2000-2010 Population and Housing Units Change

County Pop Change

Housing 

Change

Boyd -14% -1%

Fillmore -11% -3%

Frontier -11% +2%

Valley -8% 0%

Greeley -6% +8%

Keith -6% 1%

Howard -4% +6%

Population loss is demographic destiny!
(and will continue to be so)



Roughly 47% of Nebraska residents 

move every 5 years.

Myth: Only the “lucky few” escape rural America



They choose rural age

30-49
And also when they are 50-64

(since the 1970s)

The Rural Brain Gain



Newcomers chose rural for:

Simpler pace of life

Safety and Security

Low Housing Cost



Newcomers: Who?

• 36% lived there previously
• 68% attain bachelors degree
• 67% household incomes over $50k
• 51% have children in household

Yet, Quality of Life is the trump card



How about Brain Gain!?

Job skills
Education

Networks

Career
Family

Love for their Community!



Creating vitality through

Community groups

Nebraska: 7% population growth and 

9% growth in the number of nonprofits

Social Life is Not Dying
Nonprofit Growth: 2000-2010



1976

1968

1990

1996

2007

2013



1 in 28 people must LEAD* in either
Gov’t or Nonprofit positions

* Assumes 3 people per new group

Population per Organizational Role, 2010

Rank #7 in United States in Demand for Leaders



SHIFT in Engagement

Broad geography
Narrow focus

Action: the small

Narrow geography
Broad focus
Action: consensus



resident recruitment in
tight labor market

Community Development

Economic Development

Tourism



Source: “For Nearly Half of America, Grass is Greener 
Somewhere Else”. Pew Research Center, 2009.

MOVING IN : Demand for rural and small town living!

20% live rural/small town

51% would PREFER to



The Rural Choice: Why Now?

The next 20 years are poised to be one of the 

greatest demographics shifts we’ve witnessed 

across rural America since the mechanization of 

agriculture. 



Percent Owner-Occupied Homes 

Owned by Age 75+



Three-quarters of our homes will 
turn over in the next 20 years!



Shift indicators of success from 
population to houses.

Housing stocks are 
1) a measure of community wealth,
2) home to individual wealth, and

3) persistent over time.



Rural Housing Wealth

Maybe one of the best things you can do for the 
future of your community is to ensure there is 

somewhere for people to live.



Narrative Matters

Start a conversation about the future of your small 
towns!



The Rural Choice

These newcomers are:

• Creating groups, building their community

•Diversifying the economy

•Buying/starting businesses, working from home

• Living in a region

•More than warm bodies



The Rural Choice

The bottom line is people want to live and 
move to your towns for 

what you are today and 

will be tomorrow, 

not what may have been!



Thank you.

benw@umn.edu


